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The signal of silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) depends not only on the number of incoming photons but
also on thermal and correlated noise of which the latter is difﬁcult to handle. Additionally, the properties
of SiPMs vary with the supplied bias voltage and the ambient temperature.
The purpose of the G4SiPM simulation package is the integration of a detailed SiPM simulation into
Geant4 which is widely used in particle physics. The prediction of the G4SiPM simulation code is
validated with a laboratory measurement of the dynamic range of a 3  3 mm2 SiPM with 3600 cells
manufactured by Hamamatsu.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

2. SiPM model

Silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) are pixelated photon detectors
for the detection of light on a single-photon basis [1]. They have a
high photon detection efﬁciency (PDE) of typically 40%. Prototype
devices demonstrate a PDE of over 60% and thus render them a
promising candidate for future experiments [2]. SiPMs are subject
to noise: the unavoidable thermal noise, as well as optical crosstalk, which can trigger different regions of the SiPM in coincidence, and furthermore after-pulses which are delayed additional
triggers in the same cell created by the release of trapped electrons
[1]. Thus, it is not trivial to predict the exact response of the SiPM
when exposed to light [3].
For this purpose, the Monte-Carlo simulation G4SiPM has been
developed which integrates into Geant4 which is a toolkit widely
used in particle physics in detector simulations [4]. The input
variables for the simulation are phenomenological quantities
which can either be determined in the laboratory or be taken
from existing publications (e.g. [5–7]). The triggering of the SiPM is
simulated on a single-cell level to model the recovery behavior
and also the creation of correlated noise.
To cross-check the prediction of the G4SiPM simulation, dynamic
range measurements of several SiPM devices [8,9] have been performed in collaboration with the UGR Granada.1 The number of
triggered SiPM cells has been measured as a function of the number
of incoming photons per light pulse.

SiPMs consist of single cells, i.e. Geiger-mode avalanche photodiodes (G-APDs), connected in parallel through a resistor Rq.
Incoming photons, which are absorbed in a G-APD, create an
electron–hole pair which in turn triggers an avalanche. The
avalanche is blocked by the quenching resistor Rq in series to the
diode [10].
Many properties of the SiPM depend on the over-voltage V ov ,
i.e. the excess of the bias-voltage V bias over the breakdown-voltage
V break of the G-APDs:

n
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V ov ðTÞ ¼ V bias  V break ðTÞ

ð1Þ

whereby the breakdown-voltage itself depends approximately linearly on the temperature in a small temperature range (e.g. from 0 1C
to 50 1C)
V break ðTÞ ¼ V 0 ðT 0 Þ þ β ðT  T 0 Þ

ð2Þ

with e.g. β  50 mV K  1 for Hamamatsu devices [11]. The dependency of the SiPM on V ov and T is included in G4SiPM. Furthermore,
the properties of the SiPM can be interpolated for a setting of V break
and T which has not been supplied by the user.

2.1. Phenomenological model
The square cells on a SiPM are separated for electrical isolation
and wiring purposes [1]. Thus only the fraction ϵgeom o 1, also
referred to as geometrical ﬁll factor, of the SiPM surface is sensitive
to incoming light.
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The photon detection efﬁciency (PDE) is one of the most important
properties of photon counting devices such as SiPMs. It is deﬁned by
PDEðλÞ ¼ ϵgeom ϵtrig QEðλÞ

ð3Þ

with the geometrical ﬁll factor ϵgeom as described above, the trigger
probability ϵtrig , which is the probability for the primary electron–hole
pair to create an avalanche, and the quantum efﬁciency QEðλÞ, which
is the probability to create the primary electron–hole pair, as a
function of the photon wavelength λ [12].
Additionally the PDE is reduced for photons impinging at nonnormal angles due to multilayer Fresnel reﬂections at the coating
and the silicon chip [13,14].
When a photon hits the SiPM silicon in G4SiPM, initially it is
checked whether the photon hits a cell, secondly the photon is
accepted as detected with a probability of
P¼

PDEðλÞ
ϵgeom TðθÞ

ð4Þ

with the Fresnel transmission efﬁciency TðθÞ for two optical
boundaries (entrance window and silicon) as a function of the
angle of incidence of the photon on the entrance window.
Even if operated in the dark, SiPM cells can break down accidentally due to thermal and secondary correlated noise effects [1].
Dark noise in G4SiPM is simulated after completion of the
photon tracking.
To simulate the SiPM with dark noise on a single cell basis, a
chronologically sorted trigger queue is created (c.f. Fig. 1). Each
cell-trigger from the photon tracking gets sorted into the queue
along with the creation process name (“photon”, “thermal”, “crosstalk” or “afterpulse”), a cell identiﬁer and the exact point in time.
Subsequently, triggers from thermal noise are added to the queue.
Thermally excited electrons in the silicon lattice may have enough
kinetic energy to create the initial pair of charge carriers which initiate
a breakdown [1]. A typical rate for various current devices is
f th  100 kHz mm  2 at V ov ¼ Oð1 VÞ and room temperature.
Thermal noise is added to the trigger queue in a time window
considerably larger than the time window in which the photons
have been simulated to allow the Monte-Carlo model to reach a
steady-like state.
From now on, the G4SiPM trigger queue is traversed. For each
trigger, regardless of its origin, correlated noise, as described in the
following, is computed.
Due to charge carrier recombination, roughly one photon per
105 generated electron–hole pairs is emitted during a breakdown
with wavelengths o 1 μm [15]. The photon can travel through the
silicon to a neighboring pixel and cause a coincident cell breakdown. The probability for one trigger to invoke exactly one
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additional trigger due to crosstalk is P ct ¼ Oð10%Þ for Hamamatsu
devices at V ov ¼ Oð1 VÞ [6].
For the prompt optical crosstalk only the four nearest neighboring cells are considered in G4SiPM [16]. The number of
crosstalk-triggers succeeding a single cell-trigger is picked from
a binomial distribution
PðkÞ ¼

 
n
k

pk ð1  pÞn  k

ð5Þ

with n ¼4 trials and the probability
p ¼ 1  ð1  P ct Þ1=n

ð6Þ

given Pð0Þ ¼ 1 P ct .
During the avalanche, electrons can be trapped at impurities of
the silicon [17]. They are released according to an exponential
decay with either one of two characteristic time constants: the
short τap;s ¼ Oð10 nsÞ and the long τap;l ¼ Oð100 nsÞ. The probabilities for these two components are P ap;s and P ap;l .
For each afterpulsing component separately, the number of
afterpulsing triggers is picked from a Poisson distribution:
PðkÞ ¼

λk
k!

eλ

ð7Þ

with the mean

λ ¼ ln 1  P ap



ð8Þ

given Pð0Þ ¼ 1 P ap .

2.2. Electrical model
In principle, the G-APDs can be modeled as a capacitor with a
capacitance of Cd (c.f. Fig. 2) [10]. The breakdown is a spontaneous
discharge of the capacitance with the intrinsic G-APD resistance Rd
connected in parallel. Measurements yield C d  0:1 pF [18] and
Rd  1 kΩ [10] depending on the device structure.
In reality, G-APDs have a quenching resistance Rq  100 kΩ
connected in series to the G-APD which stops the self-sustaining
avalanche in the silicon by limiting the current ﬂow. The minimum
current required for a self-sustaining avalanche is approximately
I q ¼ 20 μA [10]. Now, in the equivalent circuit, the capacitance Cd is
fully drained and the voltage over the G-APD recharges according to


ð9Þ
V gapd ðtÞ ¼ V ov 1  e  t=τrec

thermal
afterpulse

Rq

crosstalk
photon

afterpulse
afterpulse
crosstalk
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crosstalk
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the chronologically sorted trigger queue implemented in G4SiPM.
The recharge status of each cell determined by the time passed after the preceding
cell-trigger. While traversing the queue, all triggers are handled in an equal manner
and correlated noise triggers are added subsequently.

G-APD
Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of the G-APDs in a SiPM. A G-APD can be modeled as a
capacitor Cd with an intrinsic resistance Rd and a quenching resistor Rq connected in
series. Adapted from [10].
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with the characteristic recharge time constant τrec ¼ C d Rq ¼ Oð10 nsÞ.
The time needed to recover the voltage V q ¼ I q Rd þ V break , at which
the current of a subsequent breakdown exceeds Iq, can be derived:

In terms of computing costs, 1 ms of SiPM dark noise (3600 cells)
can be generated in less than 1 s (o 5 s including voltage trace, c.f.
Fig. 3) with a memory usage of less than 350 MB (single 3 GHz CPU).

 



Vq
V
 ln 1  break
t dead ¼  τrec ln 1 
V bias
V bias

3. Comparison to a dynamic range measurement

ð10Þ

which is the real dead time of SiPMs in the G4SiPM simulation and in
the order of t dead  Oð100 psÞ. It is assumed that the probability for an
electron–hole pair to trigger an avalanche ϵtrig is recovered within
t dead .
The gain G of a SiPM (typical value G ¼ 106 ) is given by the
number of electrons per avalanche since it represents the multiplication factor of the initial signal which is in this case one
electron–hole pair [1]. In the equivalent circuit, the gain is
proportional to the current charge of the cell capacitance Cd and
thus proportional to V gapd ðtÞ with the time duration t to the
preceding breakdown [10].
The probabilities for correlated noise are proportional to the
current over-voltage and are interpolated according to P p V gapd ðtÞ2
under the assumption PðV break ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0.
Additionally, the gain systematically varies over the SiPM
surface [5] and from breakdown to breakdown by approximately
10% [19] which is also implemented in G4SiPM.
In summary, the following parameters are required by G4SiPM for
a successful ray tracing: PDEðλÞ and ϵgeom . However, for the noise
simulation, f th , P ct , P ap;s , P ap;l , τap;s , τap;l and τrec are required. If
desired, all parameters can be supplied as a function of V break and T.

voltage / mV

Hamamatsu S10362-11-100
1x1mm,0.1mm cell pitch
100 cells

To demonstrate the ability of the G4SiPM package to predict
the response of the SiPM regardless of the incoming photon ﬂux, a
measurement of the dynamic range has been performed. The SiPM
properties for G4SiPM have been taken from [5–7,18]. The light
source was an LED with λ ¼ 485 nm driven by a custom-made
pulser. Primarily, the irradiation of the LED has been characterized
using a calibrated PIN diode. Secondly, the pulsed LED is used to
illuminate the SiPMs with light pulses of varying intensity and
length. The SiPM is operated in a cooling box for temperature
controlled measurements. The readout electronics consist of a
readout circuit proposed by the manufacturer and a charge-todigital-converter. Finally, the number of effectively triggered SiPM
cells within a certain integration window was measured as a
function of the number of photons per pulse.
As presented in Fig. 4, G4SiPM can successfully reproduce the
dynamic range measurement of a Hamamatsu device for a certain
LED pulse width and over-voltage within 5%.
4. Summary
The G4SiPM simulation package can be used to simulate SiPMs
over their entire dynamic range. Comparisons of the simulation
results to a dynamic range measurement of a Hamamatsu device
yield very good agreement.
The simulation will be tested against multiple measurements
performed with Hamamatsu and Ketek SiPMs at different overvoltages and LED pulse widths in the near future.
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Fig. 4. The number of triggered SiPM cells as a function of incoming photons per
light pulse (rectangular, 12 ns width) integrated in a 250 ns time window. The
results of the G4SiPM simulation are denoted as dots, the measurement results as
solid line. Both agree within 5%.
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